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Hare Tubby Twinkler tempted 38 enthusiasts to her Lamai Valley “Boot Camp” on Saturday
which included 2 visitors from Singapore and a group of returnees including Stuffed Crutch,
Ryan Air and next week’s Hare Two Stroke, also notable was the addition of an extra ice
bucket which proved a wise decision as multiple butts cooled off with some making a double
visit.
The description was detailed and was followed by a double start with the Rambos shooting
off and the Shufflers staying behind for a pre Hash gargle.
First up was a testing hill just to get the heart going and as promised the views on top were
great, the first of the 7 checks proved no obstacle to these finely tuned athletes and due to
the well laid paper everyone stayed on course. The only thing missing from the event, in my
humble estimation, was a good downpour which would have made things really interesting,
especially in the sections where we were following a stream bed for a while, but we can’t
control the weather although as R.A. she should have prayed harder.
The meandering trail gave everybody a good work out but the sight of the Laager site was
very welcome and by the time I made it back Dumb and Dumber had ensconced themselves
on the Pisstruck with cries of “Ice a da cream”.
The Hare had to go on a rescue mission to scoop up an exhausted Stuffed Crutch and shortly
thereafter the Circle was called and after a few brief opinions, the verdict gave the fiesty
Fraulein the thumbs up and we passed quickly on to welcome our visitors Wet Knickers and
Shoeless from Singapore who were here to make preparations for their Outstation which
takes place in December, our newly weds, Comic Strip and Strollin’ Bones acknowledged the
congrats of the mob and birthday gal Down Early did likewise for her big day.
Snitches next and Bin Runnin had her lot brought to book for misdemeanours on course
while Masterbates made good use of the cubes by setting up a mini production line of
offenders cooling off, in addition Banana Bender, Forbeskin , Ryan Air, Winkle, Glad I ate Her
and we mustn’t forget the two mam’selles who deserved the pleasure of an icing for lack of
uniform.
We said auvoir to the Frogs especially
smiler from Serbia.
The previously mentioned D.& D
team ie. D.F.L. and Russell
Crowe were by this time well into
form and castigating the
proceedings in an attempt to sell
more ice a da creama . Jonny
come Lately had the dubious
pleasure of donning the Hash
Crash bunnet once again ( any
more incidents and he gets to keep
it).
Tangerine Man was mentioned in
dispatches for retrieving a valuable piece
of Hash equipment carelessly left behind by Muffdiver after his monumental mountain trail in
April.
An up and coming event got a mention as Dog’s Bollocks will be hosting us across the water
in Koh Tan on 24th August more details will be available soon so get your name down for that
one.
Two Stroke will test your Hashing abilities next Saturday somewhere on the Namuang/ Taling
Nahm road, kick off still 16.00 hrs.
Circle closed.
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